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Abstract
We introduce Wasm Logic, a sound program logic for first-order, encapsulated WebAssembly. We
design a novel assertion syntax, tailored to WebAssembly’s stack-based semantics and the strong
guarantees given by WebAssembly’s type system, and show how to adapt the standard separation
logic triple and proof rules in a principled way to capture WebAssembly’s uncommon structured
control flow. Using Wasm Logic, we specify and verify a simple WebAssembly B-tree library, giving
abstract specifications independent of the underlying implementation. We mechanise Wasm Logic
and its soundness proof in full in Isabelle/HOL. As part of the soundness proof, we formalise
and fully mechanise a novel, big-step semantics of WebAssembly, which we prove equivalent, up
to transitive closure, to the original WebAssembly small-step semantics. Wasm Logic is the first
program logic for WebAssembly, and represents a first step towards the creation of static analysis
tools for WebAssembly.
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Introduction

WebAssembly [16] is a stack-based, statically typed bytecode language. It is the first new
language to be natively supported on the Web in nearly 25 years, following JavaScript (JS).
It was created to act as the safe, fast, portable low-level code of the Web, in answer to the
growing sophisticated, computationally intensive demands of the Internet of today, such
as 3D visualisation, audio/video processing, and games. For years, developers wishing to
execute calculation-heavy programs written in C/C++ on the Web had to compile them to
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asm.js [17], a subset of JS. In time, such code has become widespread [53, 25, 11], but the
fundamental limitations of JS as a compilation target have become too detrimental to ignore.
WebAssembly is designed from the ground up to be an efficient, Web-compatible compilation
target, obsoleting asm.js and other similar endeavours, such as Native Client [52]. All major
browser vendors, including Google, Microsoft, Apple, and Mozilla, have pledged to support
WebAssembly, and the past two years have seen a flurry of implementation activity [49].
These facts alone would be enough to motivate that WebAssembly will be an important
technology, and a worthy target for formal methods. The designers of WebAssembly have
anticipated this, and have specified WebAssembly using a precise formal small-step semantics,
combined with a sound type system. Moreover, WebAssembly’s semantics, type system, and
soundness have already been fully mechanised [46], and the WebAssembly Working Group
requires any further additions to WebAssembly to be formally specified.
The main use case for WebAssembly is to inter-operate with JS in creating content for the
Web. More precisely, WebAssembly functions can be grouped into modules, which provide
interfaces through which users can call WebAssembly code, and self-contained (encapsulated)
modules can be used as drop-in replacements for their existing JS counterparts and already
constitute a major design pattern in WebAssembly. We believe that having a formalism for
describing and reasoning about WebAssembly modules and their interfaces is essential, in
line with WebAssembly’s emphasis on formal methods. Thus far, very little work has been
done on static analysis for WebAssembly (cf. §6).
We present Wasm Logic, a sound program logic for reasoning about first-order, encapsulated WebAssembly modules, such as data structure libraries. Enabled by the strong guarantees of WebAssembly’s type system, we design a novel assertion syntax, tailored to WebAssembly’s stack-based semantics. We further adapt the standard separation logic triple and
proof rules in a principled way to capture WebAssembly’s uncommon structured control flow.
Having a program logic for WebAssembly is valuable for several reasons. First, as
WebAssembly programs are distributed without their originating source code, any client-side
verification would have to rely on a WebAssembly-level logic. Similarly, verification techniques
such as proof-transforming compilation [31, 1, 26, 37] rely on the existence of a program logic
for the target language. Finally, some fundamental data structure libraries are expected to
be implemented directly in WebAssembly for efficiency reasons. For example, the structure
of B-trees strongly aligns with the way in which WebAssembly memory is managed (cf. §4.2).
To demonstrate the usability of Wasm Logic, we implement, specify, and verify a simple
WebAssembly B-tree library. In doing so, we discuss how the new and adapted Wasm Logic
proof rules can be used in practice. The specifications that we obtain are abstract, in that
they do not reveal any details about the underlying implementation.
We mechanise Wasm Logic and its soundness proof in full in Isabelle/HOL, building on a
previous WebAssembly mechanisation of Watt [46]. We prove Wasm Logic sound against
a novel, big-step semantics of WebAssembly, and also mechanise a proof of equivalence
between the transitive closure of the original small-step semantics and our big-step semantics.
Our mechanisation totals ~10,400 lines of non-comment, non-whitespace Isabelle code, not
counting code inherited from the existing mechanisation.

2

A Brief Overview of WebAssembly

We give the syntax and an informal description of the semantics of WebAssembly. A precise
account of its semantics is given through our program logic in §3 and also through our
big-step semantics, introduced in §5 and presented in full in [47].
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WebAssembly Syntax

WebAssembly has a human-readable text format based on s-expressions, which we use
throughout. The abstract syntax of WebAssembly programs [16], is given in full in Figure 1.
As we consider first-order, encapsulated modules, we grey out the remaining, non-relevant
syntax. We describe the semantics of the instructions informally in §2.3, and additional
syntax as it arises in the paper. A full description of WebAssembly can be found in [16].
k ::“ . . .

(constants)
(immediates)

im ::“ i, a, o P nat

(packed types)

pt ::“ i8 | i16 | i32

(instructions) e ::“ t.const k | drop | nop | select | unreachable |
t.unopt | t.binopt | t.testopt | t.relopt |
t.cvtopt_sx ? | get_local im | set_local im |

t ::“ i32 | i64 | f32 | f64

(value types)

tee_local im | get_global im |

(function types) ft ::“ t˚ Ñ t˚
(global types)

set_global im | t.store pt ? a o |

gt ::“ mut? t

t.load ppt_sxq? a o | mem.size | mem.grow |

unopiN ::“ clz | ctz | popcnt

block ft e˚ end | loop ft e˚ end |

unopfN ::“ neg | abs | ceil | floor | trunc | nearest | sqrt

if ft e˚ else e˚ end |

binopiN ::“ add | sub | mul | div_sx | rem_sx | and |

br im | br_if im | br_table im ` |
return | call im | call_indirect ft

or | xor | shl | shr_sx | rotl | rotr
binopfN ::“ add | sub | mul | div |
min | max | copysign
testopiN ::“ eqz
relopiN ::“ eq | ne | lt_sx | gt_sx |
le_sx | ge_sx
relopfN ::“ eq | ne | lt | gt | le | ge
cvtop ::“ convert | reinterpret
sx ::“ s | u

(functions) func ::“ ex ˚ func ft local t ˚ e˚ | ex ˚ func ft imp
(globals)

glob ::“ ex ˚ global gt e˚ | ex ˚ global gt imp

(tables)

tab ::“ ex ˚ table n im ˚ | ex ˚ table n imp

(memories) mem ::“ ex ˚ memory n | ex ˚ memory n imp
(imports)
(exports)
(modules)

imp ::“ import “name” “name”
ex ::“ export “name”
mod ::“ module func ˚ glob˚ tab? mem ?

Note: we denote lists with a ˚ superscript: for example, t˚ denotes a list of types.
Figure 1 WebAssembly Abstract Syntax of [16], with aspects not relevant to this work greyed out.

2.2

The WebAssembly Memory Model

Values WebAssembly values, v, may have one of four value types, representing 32- and
64-bit IEEE-754 integers and floating-point numbers: i32, i64, f32, or f64. We denote values
using their type: for example, a 32-bit representation of the integer 42 is denoted 42i32 . If
the type of a value is not given, it is assumed to be i32 by default.
Local and Global Variables WebAssembly programs have access to statically declared
variables, which may be local or global. Local variables are declared per-function. They live
in local variable stores, which exist only in the body of their declaring function. They include
function arguments, followed by a number of “scratch” local variables initialised to zero when
the function is called. Global variables are declared by the enclosing module. They live
in a global variable store, are initialised to zero at the beginning of the execution, and are
accessible by all of the functions of the module.
In contrast to most standard programming languages, WebAssembly variables cannot
be referenced by name. Instead, both the global and local variable stores are designed as
mappings from natural numbers to WebAssembly values, and variables are referenced by
their index in the corresponding variable store, as shown in §2.3.
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Stack WebAssembly computation is based on a stack machine: all instructions pop their
arguments from and push their results onto a stack of WebAssembly values. By convention,
stack concatenation is implicit and the top of the stack is written on the right-hand side:
for example, a stack with a 32-bit 0 at its top followed by m WebAssembly values would be
denoted as v m 0. Note that the type system of WebAssembly allows us to statically know
both the number of elements on the stack and their types at every point of program execution.
Memory WebAssembly has a linear memory model. A WebAssembly memory is an array
of bytes, indexed by i32 values, which are interpreted as offsets. Memory is allocated in units
of pages, and each page is exactly 64k bytes in size.

2.3

WebAssembly Instructions

WebAssembly has a wide array of instructions, which we divide into: basic instructions,
variable management instructions, memory management instructions, function-related instructions, and control flow instructions, all of which we discuss below. Every instruction
consumes its arguments from the stack, carries out its operation, and pushes any resulting
value back onto the stack. Moreover, every instruction is typed, with its type describing the
types of its arguments and result. We illustrate how this works in Figure 2, which describes
WebAssembly addition of two 32-bit integers starting from an empty stack. In particular, the
i32.const command, whose type is rs Ñ ri32s, does not require any arguments and puts the
given value on the stack, whereas the i32.add instruction, whose type is ri32, i32s Ñ ri32s,
takes two arguments from the stack and returns their sum.
WebAssembly gives two official, equivalent, semantics: a semi-formal prose semantics
and an entirely formal small-step semantics [50]. In this paper, we introduce an additional,
equivalent, big-step semantics as part of the soundness proof of our logic. Most of our
diagrams and explanatory text throughout the paper follow the style of the prose semantics,
as its treatment of the value stack is most useful in explaining the behaviour of the logic. We
denote prose-style execution steps using , and introduce the other semantics as necessary.
Basic Instructions WebAssembly values can be declared using the t.const command, typed
rs Ñ rts, in the style of pi32.const 2q of Figure 2. The (drop) command, typed rts Ñ rs,
pops and discards the top stack item, while (nop), typed rs Ñ rs has no effect. The (select)
instruction, typed rt, t, i32s Ñ rs, takes three values from the stack, v1 , v2 , and c. If c is
non-zero, v1 is pushed back onto the stack, and v2 otherwise. The (unreachable) instruction,
typed rs Ñ t˚ , causes the program to halt with a runtime error, which is represented in
WebAssembly by a special Trap execution result (cf. §2.4).
WebAssembly also provides a variety of (type-annotated) unary and binary arithmetic
operations (Figure 1, unop and binop, respectively), unary and binary logical operations
(Figure 1, testop and relop, respectively), and casting operations (Figure 1, cvtop). Some
of these operations can cause a Trap: for example, if we attempt division by zero or try to
convert a floating-point number to an integer when the result is not representable. Their
meaning is detailed in [16], and we address them in this paper by need.
Variable Management Instructions Local and global variables can be read from and written
to using the appropriate get and set instructions, and all variable accesses are performed
using static indexes. For example, pget_local iq, typed rs Ñ rts (where t is the statically
known type of the i-th local variable), will push the value of the i-th declared local variable
of the current function onto the stack, and pset_global iq, typed rts Ñ rs, will set the value
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Figure 2 Addition in WebAssembly.

of the i-th declared global variable to the value at the top of the stack, which is consumed in
the process. It is also possible to set a local variable without consuming this value from the
stack by using the tee_local instruction, typed rts Ñ rts.
Memory Management Instructions Stack values may be serialised and copied into the
appropriate number of bytes in memory through the type-annotated store instruction. The
pt.storeq instruction, typed ri32, ts Ñ rs, interprets its i32 argument as an index into the
memory, while the second is serialised into the appropriate number of bytes to be stored
sequentially, starting from the indexed memory location.
Conversely, the type-annotated load instruction reads bytes from the memory and
produces the appropriate stack value. pt.loadq, typed ri32s Ñ rts, will consume a single
i32 value (the address), and then read the appropriate number of bytes starting from that
address, leaving the corresponding value of type t on the top of the stack. WebAssembly
specifies that every value can be serialised, and every byte sequence of the appropriate length
can be interpreted as a value; there are no trap representations for values.
The size of the memory can be inspected by executing the (mem.size) instruction, typed
rs Ñ ri32s, which returns an 32-bit integer denoting the current memory size in pages. The
WebAssembly memory may also be grown by executing the (mem.grow) instruction, typed
ri32s Ñ ri32s, which takes a single i32 value from the top of the stack and attempts to grow
the memory by that many pages, returning the previous size of the memory, in pages, as a
32-bit integer if successful. (mem.grow) is always allowed to fail non-deterministically, to
represent some memory limitation of the host environment. In this case, the memory is not
altered, and the value ´1i32 is returned.
Control Flow Instructions Most WebAssembly features have many similarities to other
bytecodes, such as that of the Java Virtual Machine [24]. WebAssembly’s approach to control
flow, however, is uncommon. WebAssembly does not allow unstructured control flow in the
style of a goto instruction. Instead, it has three control constructs that implement structured
control flow: pblock f t e˚ endq, ploop f t e˚ endq, and pif f t e˚ else e˚ endq. Each of these
control constructs is annotated with a function type f t of the form tm Ñ tn , meaning that
its body, e˚ , requires m elements from the stack and places back n elements onto the stack
on exit. The semantics guarantees that this type precisely describes the effect the construct
will have on the stack after it/its body terminates. For example, a ploop ptm Ñ tn q e˚ endq,
no matter the behaviour of its body, will always leave precisely n additional values on the
stack upon termination. Control constructs may be nested within each other in the intuitive
way. The execution of a control construct consists of executing its body to termination.
Within the body of a control construct, a break instruction, pbr iq, may be executed.
As control constructs can be nested, br is parameterised by a static index i, indicating the
control construct that it targets (indexing inner to outer). The behaviour of br depends on
the type of its target. When targeting a block or an if, br acts as a “break” statement of a
high-level language, which transfers control to the matching end opcode, jumping out of all
intervening constructs. When targeting a loop, the break instruction acts like a “continue”
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ploop tf
pif tf 1 pbr 0q else pbr 1q end)
end)
Figure 3 Example of WebAssembly control flow. Executing pbr 0q jumps to the end of the if,
while pbr 1q jumps to the start of the loop.

statement, transferring control back to the beginning of the loop. If the body of a loop
terminates without executing a br, the loop terminates with the result of the body. The br
instruction is, therefore, required for loop iteration. We illustrate this in Figure 3. The first
break, pbr 0q, targets its enclosing if instruction, meaning that control should be transferred
to the end of that if instruction. The second break, pbr 1q, targets the outer loop instruction,
meaning that control should be transferred to the beginning of that loop.
WebAssembly also has two instructions for conditional breaking: br_if and br_table.
The pbr_if iq instruction takes one i32 value off the stack and, if this value is not equal to
zero, behaves as pbr iq, and as (nop) otherwise. On the other hand, the (br_table i0 . . . in i)
instruction acts like a switch statement. It takes one i32 value v off the stack and then: if
0 ď v ď n, it behaves as pbr iv q; otherwise, it behaves as pbr iq.
Function-related Instructions WebAssembly supports two types of functions. First, the
host environment wil supply import functions for use by the WebAssembly module. These
functions may be JavaScript host functions or may come from other WebAssembly modules.
Second, the module itself will define its own native WebAssembly functions.
Functions are called using the pcall iq instruction, which executes the i-th function,
indexing imports first, followed by module-native functions in order of declaration. As
WebAssembly functions are declared with a precise type annotation, pcall iq also takes the
type of the i-th function. WebAssembly also provides a mechanism for dynamic dispatch
through the call_indirect instruction.
Our core logic does not support imported functions, as well as the call_indirect dynamic
dispatch, as all of these features require JavaScript intervention for non-trivial use. Without
call_indirect, WebAssembly provides no mechanism for higher-order code—this is why we
characterise our logic as supporting “first-order, encapsulated WebAssembly”. We view these
features as part of further work on JavaScript/WebAssembly interoperability and discuss the
ramifications of providing support for them in §7.
Finally, the (return) instruction is analogous to br, except that it breaks out of all
enclosing constructs, concluding the execution of the function.
Modules A WebAssembly program is represented as a module, which consists of: a list
of functions; a list of global variables; the (optional) call_indirect table; and the (optional)
linear memory. Formally, this is written as module func˚ glob˚ tab? mem? . Functions are
made of a function type ft, a series of typed local variable declarations t˚ , and a function
body e˚ . Globals are made up of a type declaration gt (including an optional immutable
flag for declaring constants) and an initializer expression e ˚ . Tables collect a list of function
indexes for use by the call_indirect instruction. Memories declare their initial size measured
in pages. Functions, globals, tables, and memories may be shared between modules through
a system of imports and exports, but we do not support this in our current logic, in large
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part because WebAssembly modules cannot satisfy each other’s imports natively, but must
currently rely on JavaScript “glue code” to compose together.

2.4

WebAssembly Semantics

WebAssembly’s official specification [16] provides a formal small-step semantics, mechanised
in Isabelle/HOL by Watt [46]. As part of the soundness proof of our program logic, we
define and mechanise in Isabelle/HOL a WebAssembly big-step semantics that we formally
prove equivalent, up to transitive closure, to the mechanised small-step semantics of [46]. We
introduce a fine-grained semantics of the br and return instructions, which is independent of
the style of semantics chosen and streamlines formal reasoning.
Execution Results WebAssembly executions terminate with one of the following results:
Normal v ˚ , representing standard termination with a list of values v ˚ (in future, we often
elide the Normal constructor and consider it to be the default result type);
Trap, representing a runtime error (cf. §2.3 for examples of instructions that can trap);
Break n v ˚ , describing an in-progress br instruction;
Return v ˚ , describing an in-progress return instruction.
Whereas the first two types of results are introduced by Haas et al. in [16], the last two
are introduced by us in this paper. The reason for this is that the WebAssembly formal
semantics of [16] gives a very coarse-grained semantics to the br and return instructions. A
br instruction targetting a control construct is defined as breaking to it immediately in a
single step, discarding everything in between, including all other nested control constructs.
This complicates inductive proofs over the semantics, impairing formal reasoning [46]. In
fact, this semantics is too coarse-grained for our proof system and we need to introduce the
notions of “in-progress” br and return instructions as explicit execution results.
We illustrate the difference between the approach of Haas et al. [16] and our approach in
Figure 4. The top reduction follows the official semantics of [16]. There, pbr 1q breaks out of
two blocks in a single step, transferring exactly one value out of the block, in order to satisfy
the targeted block’s type signature. We make this semantics more granular by introducing
an auxiliary Break result type. Concretely, Break n v ˚ denotes an in-progress br instruction,
with n remaining contexts to break out of, in the process of transferring v ˚ values to the
target context, as shown in the bottom reduction of Figure 4. Similarly, Return v ˚ represents
pblock prs Ñ ri32sq
pblock
pi32.const 1q
pi32.const 3q
pbr 1q

end)
end)
pblock prs Ñ ri32sq
pblock
pi32.const 1q
pi32.const 3q
pbr 1q

end)
end)


3

pblock prs Ñ ri32sq
pblock

Break 1 [3]
end)
end)

Note: by convention, blocks of type
prs Ñ rsq are written without an explicit signature.

pblock prs Ñ ri32sq

Break 0 [3]
end)


3

Figure 4 Granularity of br executions: Haas et al. [16] (top); our approach (bottom).
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an in-progress return instruction, with the only difference being that Return does not require
a remaining context count, as it breaks out of all enclosing constructs.
Big-Step Semantic Judgement

The judgement of our big-step semantics is of the form

ps, loc ˚ , ve˚ e ˚ q ólabs,ret
ps 1 , loc 1˚ , resq.
inst
On the left-hand side of the judgement, we have configurations of the form ps, loc ˚ , ve˚ e ˚ q,
where s is a store containing whole-program runtime information (e.g. global variables and
the memory), loc ˚ is the list of current local variables, and ve˚ is a value stack v ˚ lifted to
const instructions, which is then directly concatenated with e ˚ , the list of instructions to
execute.1 Configuration execution yields an updated store s1 , updated local variables loc1˚ ,
and a result res, which has one of the four above-mentioned result types.
Additionally, execution is defined with respect to a subscript inst. This is the run-time
instance, a record which keeps track of which elements of s have been allocated by the current
program. In the case of the encapsulated modules that we consider, its role in the formalism
is trivial, but its full role is described in the official specification [16], and we give a full
definition in [47], along with our big-step semantics.
Finally, execution is also defined with respect to a list of break label arities labs (a
nat list), and a return label arity ret (a single nat). As depicted in Fig. 4, Break and Return
results must transfer precisely the correct number of values to satisfy the type of the context
it is targeting. The labs and ret parameters keep track of the number of values required, so
that, for example, if res is of the form Break k v n , then labs!k “ n. Similarly, if res is of the
form Return v n , then ret “ n.
Equivalence Result We recall the original formal small-step semantic judgement of [16],
which is of the form ps, loc ˚ , ve˚ e ˚ q ãÑinst ps 1 , loc 1˚ , ve1˚ e1˚ q. This judgement does not include
our break or return labels.
We state our equivalence result in Theorem 1 and mechanise its proof in Isabelle/HOL.
We denote the transitive closure of the small-step semantics by ãÑ˚ . Both ãÑ and ó are
subscripted by the instance inst, the big-step derivation starts with empty labs ([]) and empty
ret () components, and v 1˚ denotes the list of values obtained from ve1˚ by removing their
leading consts.
Theorem 1 (reduce_trans_equiv_reduce_to)
rs,
˚
ps, loc ˚ , ve˚ e ˚ q ãÑ˚inst ps 1 , loc 1˚ , ve1˚ q ðñ ps, loc ˚ , ve˚ e ˚ q óinst ps 1 , loc 1˚ , Normal v 1 q ^
rs,
ps, loc ˚ , ve˚ e ˚ q ãÑ˚inst ps 1 , loc 1˚ , rtrapsq ðñ ps, loc ˚ , ve˚ e ˚ q óinst ps 1 , loc 1˚ , Trapq
Theorem 1 relates terminal states (values e ˚ or a trap result rtraps) in the small step
semantics with execution results in the big-step semantics. In particular, it shows that the
small- and big-step semantics give equivalent results for all terminating programs. The proof
also requires auxiliary lemmas about how the big-step Break and Return execution results
correspond to behaviours in the small-step semantics. These lemmas are not included here
for space, but can be found in the mechanisation.
1

This treatment of the value stack is a key difference between the official prose and formal semantics. In
the prose semantics, the stack is represented as a list of values v ˚ , together with an executing list of
instructions e˚ , which modifies the stack. In the formal semantics, the value stack is represented as a list
of const instructions, and directly concatenated with the executing list of instructions to form a single
list. Reduction rules are defined between configurations, pattern-matching between const instructions
and other instructions, such as add, without ever explicitly manipulating a separate value stack.
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Wasm Logic

We present Wasm Logic, a program logic for first-order, encapsulated WebAssembly modules.
We define a novel assertion syntax, with a highly structured stack assertion which takes
advantage of WebAssembly’s strict type system. Our proof rules for the WebAssembly br
and return instructions are inspired by a foundational proof rule for “structured goto” by
Clint and Hoare [7], and extend their work to the world of separation logic [35]. We fully
mechanise and prove soundness of Wasm Logic in Isabelle/HOL, as detailed in §5.

3.1

Assertion Language

Wasm Logic assertions encode information about WebAssembly runtime states. Their
semantic interpretation is formally described in §5, in the context of our soundness result.
In many programming languages, program state is made up of the values stored in
variables and the values stored in the heap. In this case, it is natural for assertions to
be expressed using a separation logic, which extends predicate logic with connectives for
reasoning about resource separation, and is useful for modular client reasoning [35].
WebAssembly, however, also allows values to be stored in the stack. Given how the
WebAssembly’s type system provides static knowledge of the stack size and of the types of
each of its elements at every program point, we believe that reasoning about the WebAssembly
stack should be simple: that is, it should not result in proofs more complicated than those
of traditional separation logic. We manage to achieve this thanks to our structured stack
assertion and the associated proof rules. While one’s first instinct could be to treat assertions
about stack values like assertions about local variables, such a system would require substantial
bookkeeping, since the stack changes shape during execution. Benton [3] uses this approach
for a language with a similar typed-value stack, but ends up describing the resulting proofs
as “fussily baroque” and “extremely tedious to construct by hand”.
constants
variables (logical/local/global)
terms
heap assertions

c P Const
ν P Var
τ P Term
H, H 1 P Aph

::“
::“
::“
::“

ci32 | ci64 | cf32 | cf64
x | li | gi , where i P N
c | ν | f pτ1 . . . τn q
K | H | H ^ H1 |
Dx. H | ppτ1 . . . τn q |
Æ
emp | H ˚ H 1 |

H|

τ1 ă x ăτ2

stack assertions
assertions

S P As
P, Q P A

τ1 ÞÑ τ2 | sizepτ q
::“ rs | S :: τ
::“ pS | Hq | Dx. P

Ý
Ý
Ý
rDÑ
x . pS | Hqs b Hf fi DÑ
x . pS | H ˚ Hf q iff fvpHf q X Ñ
x “H
Figure 5 Syntax of Wasm Logic assertions.

The syntax of Wasm Logic assertions is defined in Fig. 5. Constants, c, can have one of
the four WebAssembly value types. Next we have logical, local, and global variables, with
local/global variables having dedicated variable names, li /gi , where i P N. Terms can either
be constants, or variables, or functions (for example, unary and binary operators).
Heap assertions are mostly familiar from traditional separation logic [35]. First, we have
the pure assertions of predicate logic, including predicates ppτ1 . . . τn q over terms (for example,
term equality). We also have the standard spatial assertions: emp describes an empty heap,
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Æ
H ˚ H 1 is the separating conjunction (star), and the iterated star operator, , aggregates
ř
assertions composed by ˚ in the same way that aggregates arithmetic expressions composed
by `. Finally, we have two WebAssembly-specific spatial assertions: the cell assertion τ1 ÞÑ τ2
describes a single heap cell at address denoted by τ1 with contents denoted by τ2 , and the
sizepτ q assertion states that the number of pages currently allocated is denoted by τ .
A stack assertion, denoted by S, is a list of terms, each of which represents the value of
the corresponding stack position in the value stack. This is possible due to the size of the
WebAssembly stack always being precisely known statically. Were this not true, the stack
assertion would need to be able to represent that the stack may have multiple sizes, and
could not be represented purely as a single list of terms. The list appends on the right, to
match the conventions of the WebAssembly type system.
Finally, a Wasm Logic assertion is a two-part, possibly existentially quantified assertion
consisting of a stack assertion S, and a pure/heap assertion H. We define an operator, b,
for distributing heap frames through Wasm Logic assertions, which will be used later in §3.3
Ý
to define our frame rule. The notation DÑ
x is a shorthand for some set of outer existentially
quantified variables, while fvpHf q returns the set of free variables in the heap assertion Hf .
Notation For clarity of presentation, we introduce the following notational conventions:
(Stack Length) We denote by Pn an assertion whose stack part is of length n.
(Type Annotations in Cell Assertions) The cell assertion τ1 ÞÑ τ2 encodes the value of a
single byte in memory. As WebAssembly values normally take up either four or eight
bytes, it is convenient for us to define the corresponding shorthand, which we do by
annotating the arrow with the appropriate type: τ1 ÞÑt τ2 . For example, we have that
τ1 ÞÑi32 τ2 fi τ1 ÞÑ b0 ˚ pτ1 ` 1q ÞÑ b1 ˚ pτ1 ` 2q ÞÑ b2 ˚ pτ1 ` 3q ÞÑ b3 , where bk denotes
the k th least significant byte of the 32-bit representation of τ2 .
(Operator Domain) To avoid clutter, we overload all mathematical operators (e.g., `, ¨,
ď, . . .) instead of explicitly stating their domain (i32, i64, f32, f64, N, Z, or R) on each
use. When required, we state the domain either of a single operator (e.g., `i32 , `i64 , . . .)
or of a parenthesised expression (e.g., p3.14 ´ 2.71 ¨ xqf64 )), in which case the domain
applies to all operators and operands of the expression. The default domain is i32.

3.2

Wasm Logic Triple

We define a program logic for first-order, encapsulated WebAssembly modules. We base our
encoding of program behaviour on Hoare triples [18]. Wasm Logic triples are of the form
Γ $ tP u e˚ tQu
where e˚ is the WebAssembly program to be executed, P is its pre-condition, Q is its
post-condition, and Γ represents the context in which the program is executed.
Before giving the interpretation of the Wasm Logic triple, we have to explain the context Γ
in detail. A context contains four fields: (1) the functions field, F , containing a list of all
function definitions of the module; (2) the assumptions field, A, containing a set of assertions
of the form tP u call i tQu, used by the [call] rule to correctly capture mutually recursive
functions; (3) the labels field, L, containing a list of assertions used to describe the behaviour
of the br instruction; and (4) the return field, R, containing an optional return assertion,
used to describe the behaviour of the return instruction. A context may be alternatively
presented as pF, A, L, Rq, and any of its fields may be referenced directly: for example, Γ.F
refers to the functions field of the context. We use P ; Γ as syntactic shorthand for Γ with P
appended to the head of its labels field, since this pattern occurs commonly.
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Interpretation of Wasm Logic Triples The meaning of the triple Γ $ tP u e˚ tQu is, informally, as follows. Let e˚ be executed from a state satisfying P . Then: if e˚ terminates
normally, it will terminate in a state satisfying Q; if it terminates with a Return v ˚ result, the
resulting state must satisfy Γ.R; and if it terminates with a Break i v ˚ result, the resulting
state must satisfy the i-th assertion of Γ.L. A formal definition is given in §5.

3.3

Proof Rules

Basic Instructions The proof rules for basic instructions are given in Figure 6. These rules
manipulate only the stack and pure logical assertions, and can be intuitively motivated by
their effects on the stack. In particular, the effect of the [select] rule is conditional on the
value of τ3 : we know that it has placed exactly one value on the stack, but whether it is τ1
or τ2 depends on whether or not τ3 ‰ 0. These rules, despite manipulating the WebAssembly
stack, appear very standard: this is precisely due to our structured stack assertions.
Variable Management Instructions We give the proof rules for variable management
instructions in Figure 7 (left). Just like the rules for basic instructions, these also require an
empty heap. By observing these rules, we can understand how the dedicated local/global
variable names are manipulated. For example, pget_local iq simply puts the variable li on
the top of the stack. On the other hand, pset_global iq requires one value from the value
stack in the pre-condition, and in the post-condition has consumed it, and guarantees that
gi , the i-th global variable, holds this value.
In Figure 7 (right), we give a proof sketch of a simple WebAssembly program that uses
basic and variable management instructions, illustrating
how stack assertions behave. We
(
start from the pre-condition rs | l1 “ 2 ^ emp , which tells us that the stack and the heap
are empty and that the first local variable, l1 , equals 2. Executing pget_local 1q adds l1 to
the stack, which we can immediately replace with 2 due to our pure knowledge that l1 “ 2.
The second line of the program pushes the constant 3 onto the stack (the top of the stack is

Γ $ trs | empu t.const c trcs | empu
Γ $ trs | empu nop trs | empu

[const]
[nop]

Γ $ trs | Ku unreachable tQu

[unreachable]
[drop]

Γ $ trτ s | empu drop trs | empu

Γ $ trτ1 , τ2 , τ3 s | empu select tDx. rxs | emp ^ pτ3 ‰ 0 Ñ x “ τ1 q ^ pτ3 “ 0 Ñ x “ τ2 qu

Γ $ trτ s | empu t.unop trunoppτ qs | empu

[unop]

[select]

Γ $ trτ s | empu t.testop trtestoppτ qs | empu

Γ $ trτ1 , τ2 s | definedpbinop, τ1 , τ2 q ^ empu t.binop trbinoppτ1 , τ2 qs | empu
Γ $ trτ1 , τ2 s | empu t.relop trreloppτ1 , τ2 qs | empu

[testop]

[binop]

[relop]

Γ $ trτ s | definedpcvtop, τ q ^ empu t.cvtop trcvtoppτ qs | empu

[cvtop]

Note: The definedpbinop, τ1 , τ2 q and definedpcvtop, τ q predicates describe conditions sufficient for binary
and conversion operators to be non-trapping.

Figure 6 Proof Rules: Basic Instructions.
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isDeclaredLocal i
[get_local]
Γ $ trs | empu get_local i trli s | empu
isDeclaredLocal i
[set_local]
Γ $ trxs | empu set_local i trs | emp ^ li “ xu
isDeclaredLocal i
[tee_local]
Γ $ trxs | empu tee_local i trxs | emp ^ li “ xu
isDeclaredGlobal i
[get_global]
Γ $ trs | empu get_global i trgi s | empu

(
rs | l1 “ 2 ^ emp
pget_local 1q
(
rl1 s | l1 “ 2 ^ emp(
r2s | l1 “ 2 ^ emp
pi32.const 3q
(
r2, 3s | l1 “ 2 ^ emp
pi32.addq
(
r5s | l1 “ 2 ^ emp

isDeclaredGlobal i
[set_global]
Γ $ trxs | empu set_global i trs | emp ^ gi “ xu
Note: The pisDeclaredLocal iq and pisDeclaredGlobal iq predicates are an internal detail of the metatheory ensuring that li and gi do not refer to local/global variables that are not declared by the module.
They always hold for any well-typed WebAssembly program.

Figure 7 Proof Rules: Variable Management Instructions (left); Simple Proof Sketch (right)

on the right-hand side of the assertion). Finally, the two values are added together, and the
resulting stack holds a single value, 5.
Memory Management Instructions Proof rules for instructions that interact with the
WebAssembly memory are given in Figure 8. The pt.loadq and pt.storeq proof rules are
similar to standard separation heap rules, except that they are annotated with the type of
the value in the heap, which determines the number of bytes that this value occupies, and
also a static offset, which is added to the given address.
As discussed, the pmem.sizeq and pmem.growq instructions allow WebAssembly to alter
the memory size. The “permission” to observe the memory size is encoded using the sizepτ q
assertion, which states that the memory is currently τ pages long. This permission, however,
does not imply permission to access in-bounds locations; the logic still requires x ÞÑt n to be
held in order to access the location x, even if x is known to be in-bounds because size is
held. Growing the memory using the pmem.growq instruction confers ownership of all newly
created locations, and leaves the index of the first newly allocated location on the stack.

Γ $ trτ1 s | pτ1 ` offq ÞÑt τ2 u t.load off trτ2 s | pτ1 ` offq ÞÑt τ2 u
Γ $ trτ1 , τ2 s | pτ1 ` offq ÞÑt ´u t.store off trs | pτ1 ` offq ÞÑt τ2 u
Γ $ trs | sizepτ qu mem.size trτ s | sizepτ qu

[load]
[store]

[mem.size]

$
ˇ¨
˛, [mem.grow]
Æ
ˇ
’
/
i ÞÑ 0 ˚ sizepτ2 ` τ1 q /
’
ˇ
&
ˇ ˝τ2 ď i{64k ă pτ2 `τ1 q
‚.
Γ $ trτ1 s | sizepτ2 qu mem.grow Dv. rv s ˇˇ
16
/
’
’
ˇ ^ v “ τ2 ^ ppτ2 ` τ1 q ď 2 qN
/
%
ˇ _ psizepτ2 q ^ v “ ´1q

Figure 8 Proof Rules: Memory Management Instructions.
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Control Flow Instructions The proof rules for WebAssembly control constructs are given
in Figure 9. These rules illustrate how the labels (L) and return (R) fields of the context are
used in practice. In particular, L contains a list of assertions, and the i-th assertion describes
the state that has to hold if we break out of i enclosing contexts. Similarly, the R assertion
describes the state that has to hold if we execute a function return.
L!i “ P
[br]
F, A, L, R $ tP u br i tQu
Qm ; Γ $ tPn u e˚ tQm u
n

Γ $ tPn u block t Ñ t

m

˚

F, A, L, R $ tRu return tQu

Pn ; Γ $ tPn u e˚ tQm u

[block]

Γ $ tPn u loop tn Ñ tm e˚ end tQm u

e end tQm u

Γ $ tS | H ^ τ ‰ 0i32 u block tf e˚
1 end tQu
Γ $ tS | H ^ τ “ 0i32 u block tf e˚
2 end tQu
˚
Γ $ tS :: τ | H u if tf e˚
1 else e2 end tQu

[if]

[return]

[loop]

Γ $ tS | H ^ τ ‰ 0i32 u br i tQu
[br_if]
Γ $ tS :: τ | H u br_if i tS | H ^ τ “ 0i32 u

@k. 0 ď k ă llenpi˚ q Ñ Γ $ tS | H ^ τ “ ki32 u br pi˚ !k q tQu
Γ $ tS | H ^ p0 ď τ ă llenpi˚ qqi32 u br i tQu

Γ $ tS :: τ | H u br_table i˚ i tQu

[br_table]

Figure 9 Proof Rules: Control Flow Instructions.

In line with this, the precondition of pbr iq in the [br] rule equals the i-th assertions
of L. On the other hand, its post-condition is arbitrary, which is justified by the fact that
any code following a br instruction in the same block of code cannot be reached due to
the structured control flow of WebAssembly. Analogously, the precondition of a (return)
statement in the [return] rule equals the return field of the context, and its post-condition is
arbitrary. Observe the clear analogy between the role of labs and ret in the semantics and
the role of L and R in the proof rules for br and return, respectively.
The main aspect of the [block] and [loop] rules is how they interact with the context.
Concretely, in the [block] rule, the labels field is extended with the post-condition of the
block, whereas in the [loop] rule, it is extended with its pre-condition. Bearing in mind the
[br] rule, this precisely captures the WebAssembly control flow: when we break to a block,
we exit the block, and when we break to a loop, we continue with the next iteration and the
pre-condition of the loop acts as its invariant.
This approach is inspired by the proof rule for “structured” goto statements of Clint
and Hoare [7], as WebAssembly’s block and br opcodes replicate the structural conditions
imposed by [7] on the use of goto. Note also that the explicit type annotations of [block]
and [loop], combined with the guarantees of the WebAssembly type system, allow the rules
to precisely fix the size of the stack in both the pre- and post-condition.
Next, the [if] rule branches depending on the value that is on the top of the stack. If
this value is non-zero, the then branch is taken, and the else branch otherwise. As is
commonplace, the post-conditions of the two if branches have to match.
The [br_if] rule is a conditional break. If the break is taken, the value on the top of the
stack is popped, and known to be non-zero, and the instruction functions identically to br.
The post-condition represents the case where the break is not taken: the value on the top of
the stack is popped, and known to be 0.
Finally, the br_table instruction acts like the switch statement of modern languages,
breaking to the appropriate label depending on the value on the top of the stack.
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˚
Γ $ tP u e˚
1 tQu Γ $ tQu e2 tRu
˚
Γ $ tP u e˚
1 e2 tRu

F, A, L, R? $ tP u e˚ tQu

[seq]

F, A, pmap pDx.q Lq, pDx. Rq? $ tDx. P u e˚ tDx. Qu

F, A, L, R? $ tP u e˚ tQu fvpH q X mvpe˚ q “ H
F, A, pmap pb H q Lq, pR b H q? $ tP b H u e˚ tQ b H u

[frame]

1
1
˚
F, A, L1 , Rn
tQ 1 u
P ñ P1
Q1 ñ Q
llenpLq “ llenpL1 q
1 $ tP u e
1
1
1
1
1
1
@i ă llenpLq.DLn Ln1 . L!i “ Ln ^ L !i “ Ln1 ^ n ď n ^ Ln1 ñ Ln
n1 ď n ^ Rn
1 ñ Rn

F, A, L, Rn $ tP u e˚ tQu
Ý
Ý
Γ $ tDÑ
x . pSp | H qu e˚ tDÑ
y . pSq | H 1 qu

Ý
Ý
f v pSk q X pmvpe˚ q Y Ñ
x YÑ
yq“H
˚

Ý
Ý
Γ $ tDÑ
x . pSk ; Sp | H qu e tDÑ
y . pSk ; Sq | H 1 qu

F, A, L, R? $ tP u e˚ tQu
F, A, pL; Lf q, R $ tP u e˚ tQu

[exists]

[consequence]

[extension]

[context]

Note: mvpe˚ q denotes the set of local and global variables modified by the execution of e˚ .
Figure 10 Proof Rules: Structural

Structural Proof Rules Structural proof rules, shown in Figure 10 and demonstrated in
practice throughout §4, are needed to compose proofs together. The [seq] rule for program
concatenation is inherited from standard separation logic, whereas the others are either new
or require adjustment for Wasm Logic.
The existential elimination rule, [exists], has to eliminate the existential from all assertions
in L and also the R. If we were only to eliminate the existential from the pre- and postcondition, as is standard, the rule would be unsound, as we could derive the following:
´, ´, rprs | l0 “ k qs, ´ $ trs | l0 “ k u pbr 0q tQu
1

1

[unsound exists]

´, ´, rprs | l0 “ k qs, ´ $ tDk . rs | l0 “ k u pbr 0q tDx. Qu

which does not correspond to the intended meaning of the context, as the pre-condition of
the break no longer implies its matching assertion in L. For similar reasons, the [frame] rule
must frame off from all assertions in L and also the R. As shown in §4, we can derive simpler
proof rules for straight-line code that do not require irrelevant manipulation of L and R.
In addition to the standard strengthening of the pre-condition and weakening of the
post-condition, the [consequence] rule allows us to weaken the assertions in L and also the R.
This weakening comes with a side condition that we are not allowed to increase the number
of elements on the corresponding stack, which comes from the intuition that breaking out
carrying n values does not necessarily imply that we can break out with n ` 1 values. The
[consequence] rule uses the entailment relation of Wasm Logic, denoted by P ñ Q and
defined in the standard way in §5, Figure 16.
The two new rules introduced for Wasm Logic are [extension] and [context]. The
[extension] rule is the analog of [frame] for stacks, and it allows us to arbitrarily extend the
“bottom” of the stack. This, in turn, enables the proof rules of Figures 6, 7, and 8 to be
generalised to arbitrary stacks, with the rules modifying only the head. The [context] rule
allows us to remove unneeded assertions from L and also, potentially, R. This rule is sound
because the triple encodes that e˚ , when executed, will only jump to targets in L, so it is
trivially correct for L to be further enlarged.
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func “ func tn Ñ tm local tk e˚ Sn “ rx0 ..xn´1 s @i. li R f v pSn q Y f v pH q Y f v pQm q
Ź
Ź
pF, A, rQm s, Qm q $ trs | H ^ 0ďiăn pli “ xi q ^ nďiăn`k pli “ 0qu e˚ tQm u
F, A, L, R $ tSn | H u callcl func tQm u
tP u call i tQu P ApΓq i ă llenpF pΓqq

Γ $ tP u call i tQu
˚

@ptP u e

˚

tQuq P specs. Γ $ tP u e

Γ , specs

tQu

[specsI]

[function]

[call]

Γ , specs ptP u e˚ tQuq P specs
Γ $ tP u e˚ tQu

[specsE]

@spec P specs. spec “ t_u call _ t_u

F, specs, rs, rs , t tP u callcl pF !j q tQu | tP u call j tQu P specs u
F, rs, rs, rs , specs

[module]

Figure 11 Proof Rules: Function-Related Instructions, Modules

Function-Related Instructions, Modules The proof rules for function-related instructions
and modules are given in Fig. 11. We give a unified semantics to function calls in WebAssembly
through the auxiliary callcl instruction and the corresponding [function] rule, which we now
explain in detail. First, when inside a function body, if we execute pbr 0q at top-level or
preturnq anywhere, the function terminates. For this reason, the context from which we start
proving a function body has the labels and the return field set to the post-condition of the
function Qm . Next, as previously described, the function arguments are taken from the stack.
Therefore, we require the length of the stack to match the number of function parameters, n,
given in the function definition. Next, the n arguments themselves are transferred into the
first n local variables (l0 through ln´1 ), whereas the remaining declared local variables (ln
through ln`k ) are set to 0. Finally, as local variables are declared per-function, we forbid
function pre- and post-conditions from talking about local variables altogether in order
to avoid name clashes. Note that, as with [block] and [loop], the function’s explicit type
annotation allows us to precisely fix the stack size of both the pre- and post-condition.
At the top level, we have rules for proving specifications for sets of mutually recursive
functions. We follow the strategy described by Oheimb [33] and Nipkow [30]. There,
each individual function body is initially proven while assuming the specifications of all
other functions (the [function] rule), recursive calls and calls to other functions only use the
assumptions (the [call] rule), and from this, it can be concluded that all function specifications
are correct without any assumptions (the [module] rule).

4

Using Wasm Logic: A Verified B-Tree Library

We demonstrate the applicability of Wasm Logic by specifying and verifying a simple
WebAssembly B-tree library. B-trees are one of the data structures that we expect to be
implemented directly in WebAssembly for efficiency reasons. In particular, a B-tree node
commonly occupies an entire page of secondary storage (for example, a hard drive) and
WebAssembly memory is allocated in pages. Our B-tree implementation is underpinned by
the ordered, bounded array data structure, which we use to demonstrate in detail how Wasm
Logic rules can be used in practice (§4.1). We focus on the two non-standard aspects of the
logic: stack manipulation and the interplay between structural rules (framing, existential
variable elimination, and consequence) and WebAssembly’s control flow. We further describe
the structure of the B-trees that we implement and present abstract specifications for some of
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the main B-tree operations (§4.2). The full details of our B-tree implementation are available
in the accompanying technical report [47].
Additional Notation (Lists/Sets) We denote: the empty list by r s; the list resulting from
prepending an element a to a list α by a:α; concatenation of two lists α and β by α ¨ β; the
length of a list α by llenpαq; the n-th element of a list α by α!n; the sublist of a list α starting
from index k and containing n elements by SubListpα, k, nq; and the set corresponding to a
list α by ToSetpαq. We also denote the number of elements of a set X by cardpXq.

4.1

Ordered, Bounded Arrays in WebAssembly

An ordered, bounded array (OBA) is an array whose elements are ordered and which has a
fixed upper bound on the number of elements it can contain. We have found OBAs to be an
appropriate data structure for representing B-tree nodes, as discussed in detail in [47].
In separation logic, it is commonplace to describe data structures using abstract predicates
in order to abstract their implementation and simplify the textual representation of the
associated proofs.2 We define the abstract predicate for a 32-bit OBA at address x, with
maximum size n and contents α, written OBApx, n, αq. Informally, the layout of OBAs in
memory, illustrated below, is as follows: the first 32-bit cell holds the length of the list α;
the next llenpαq 32-bit cells hold the contents of the list α; and the remaining pn ´ llenpαqq
32-bit cells constitute over-allocated space.
𝑥

𝑥+4

llen(𝛼)

𝑥 + 4 + 4 ⋅ llen 𝛼

𝛼

−
(𝑥 + 4) + 4 ⋅ 𝑛

Formally, the definition of the OBApx, n, αq predicate is:
æ
OBApx, n, αq :“ px ÞÑi32 llenpαq ˚ Asegpx ` 4, αq ˚

px ` 4 ` 4 ¨ i ÞÑi32 ´qq^

llenpαqďiăn

pOrderedpαq ^ llenpαq ď n ^ px ` 4 ` 4 ¨ nq ď INT32_MAXqN q,
where: the predicate Asegpx, αq describes the contents as an array segment:
æ
Asegpx, αq :“
px ` 4 ¨ i ÞÑi32 α!iq;
0ďiăllenpαq

the predicate Orderedpαq denotes that α is ordered in ascending order:
Orderedpαq :“ @i. 0 ă i ă llenpαq ñ α!pi ´ 1q ď α!i;
and INT32_MAX denotes the maximal positive integer of i32. Additionally, we require that
the length of the list be bounded pllenpαq ď nq. Finally, since we are working in i32, we have
to explicitly prevent overflow by stating that px ` 4 ` 4 ¨ n ď INT32_MAXqN .
Straight-Line Code: OBAGet We demonstrate the basics of proof sketches in Wasm Logic
using the example of the OBAGetpx, kq function, specified and verified in Figure 12. OBAGet
takes two parameters: x, denoting the memory address at which the OBA starts; and k,
denoting the (non-negative) index of the OBA element to be retrieved. Assuming that k
does not exceed the current OBA length, the function returns the k-th element of the OBA.
2

In some separation logics, abstract predicates are distinct formal entities, but in Wasm Logic they are
simply a syntactic shorthand for some particular assertion.
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extension

frame

(
rx, k s | OBApx, n, αq ^ 0 ď k ă llenpαq
pfunc OBAGet ri32, i32s Ñ ri32s
(
rs | OBApx, n, αq ^ 0 ď k ă llenpαq ^ l0 “ x ^ l1 “ k
(
rs | emp
pget_local (0q
rl0 s | emp
(
rs | emp
pget_local (1q
rl1 s | emp
(
rl0 , l1 s | emp
pi32.const 4q (
rl0 , l1 , 4s | emp
pi32.mulqpi32.addq(
rl0 ` 4 ¨ l1 s | emp
(
rl0 ` 4 ¨ l1 s | OBApx, n, αq ^ 0 ď k ă llenpαq ^ l0 “ x ^ l1 “ k
(
rx ` 4 ¨ k s | OBApx, n, αq ^ 0 ď k ă llenpαq (by consequence)
[[ Unfold OBApx, n, αq ]]
Æ
#
rx ` 4 ¨ k s | px ÞÑi32 llenpαq ˚
px ` 4 ` 4 ¨ i ÞÑi32 α!iq ˚

10:17

0ďiăllenpαq

Æ

px ` 4 ` 4 ¨ i ÞÑi32 ´qq^

+

llenpαqďiăn

frame

pOrderedpαq ^ llenpαq ď n ^ px ` 4 ` 4 ¨ n ď INT32_MAXqN q ^ 0 ď k ă llenpαq
(
rx ` 4 ¨ k s | x ` 4 ` 4 ¨ k ÞÑi32 α!k
pi32.load offset=4q
(
rα!k s | x ` 4 ` 4 ¨ k ÞÑi32 α!k
Æ
Æ
#
+
rα!k s | px ÞÑi32 llenpαq ˚
px ` 4 ` 4 ¨ i ÞÑi32 α!iq ˚
px ` 4 ` 4 ¨ i ÞÑi32 ´qq^
0ďiăllenpαq

llenpαqďiăn

pOrderedpαq ^ llenpαq ď n ^ px ` 4 ` 4 ¨ n ď INT32_MAXqN q ^ 0 ď k ă llenpαq
[[ Fold OBApx, n, αq ]]
(
rα!k s | OBApx, n, αq ^ 0 ď k ă llenpαq

end)
(
rα!k s | OBApx, n, αq ^ 0 ď k ă llenpαq

Figure 12 OBAGet: Specification and Verification:

This example illustrates the following aspects of Wasm Logic: the interaction between
function parameters, the stack, and the local variables; basic stack and heap manipulation;
basic use of the frame, extension, and consequence rules; and predicate unfolding and folding.
In Wasm, function inputs are taken from and function outputs are put onto the stack, as
specified in the pre- and post-conditions. When verifying the function body, the values of the
function parameters are introduced as local variables (here, l0 and l1 ), which are propagated
throughout the proof and are forgotten in the post-condition (cf. the [function] rule).
When the code being verified is straight-line, i.e. when the labels and the return fields
of the context are empty, the [frame] and [consequence] rules can be used as in standard
separation logic. On the other hand, the [extension] rule, which manipulates the stack
analogously to [frame] manipulating the heap, can always be applied independently of the
context (to limit clutter, in Figure 12, we show only one use of the [extension] rule and do
not show the context Γ, since it is not relevant for this particular proof).
Predicate unfolding and folding in Wasm Logic is standard. For example, in Figure 12,
we have to unfold the OBA predicate and frame off the excess resource in order to isolate the
k-th element of the OBA in the heap, perform the lookup according to the [load] rule, and
then frame the resource back on and fold the predicate.
Conditionals and Loops: OBAFind We demonstrate how to reason about WebAssembly
conditionals and loops in Wasm Logic using the example of the OBAFindpx, eq function,
specified and verified in Figure 13. OBAFind takes two parameters: x, denoting the memory
address at which the OBA starts; and e, a 32-bit integer. The function returns the index i of
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(
rx, es | OBApx, n, αq
pfunc OBAFind ri32, i32s Ñ ri32s

(S2)

frame

(locals i32)
(
rs | OBApx, n, αq ^ l0 “ x ^ l1 “ e ^ l2 “ 0
Pinv : OBA
( px, n, αq ^ l0 “ x ^ l1 “ e ^ 0 ď l2 ď llenpαq ^ p@j. 0 ď j ă l2 ñ α!j ă eq
rs | Pinv (by consequence)
ploop
prs | Pinv q $(
rs | Pinv
(
prs | empq $ rs | emp
pget_local 2q
(
prs | empq $ rl2 s | emp
(
rl2 s | Pinv
pget_local 0q pi32.load
( q
rl2 , llenpαqs | Pinv
pi32.ltq
C1 : pv “ 0 ñ l2 “ llen
( pαqq ^ pv ‰ 0 ñ l2 ă llenpαqq
Dv. rv s | Pinv ^ C1
(
pDv. rs | Pinv q $ Dv. rv s | Pinv ^ C
( 1 (by consequence)
prs | Pinv q $ rv s | Pinv ^ C1
pif
prs | Pinv ^ C2 q, prs | Pinv q($
rs | Pinv ^ l2 ă llenpαq
pget_local 0q pget_local 2q (
rx, l2 s | Pinv ^ l2 ă llenpαq
(
$ rx, l2 s | OBApx, n, αq ^ 0 ď l2 ă llenpαq
pcallOBAGetq
(
$ rα!l2 s | OBApx, n, αq ^ 0 ď l2 ă llenpαq
(
prs | Pinv ^ C2 q, prs | Pinv q $ rα!l2 s | Pinv ^ l2 ă llenpαq
pget_local 1q pi32.ltq
(
Dv. rv s | Pinv ^ l2 ă llenpαq ^ pv “ 0 ñ α!l2 ě eq ^ pv ‰ 0 ñ α!l2 ă eq
pif
C2 : ppl2 ă llenpαq ^ α!l2 ě eq _ l2 “ llenpαqq
prs | Pinv ^ C2 q, prs | Pinv ^ C2 q, prs | (Pinv q $
rs | Pinv ^ l2 ă llenpαq ^ α!l2 ă e
pget_local 2q pi32.const 1q pi32.addq (
rl2 ` 1s | Pinv ^ l2 ă llenpαq ^ α!l2 ă e
p"set_local 2q
*
rs | OBApx, n, αq ^ l0 “ x ^ l1 “ e ^ l2 ´1 ă llenpαq ^
p@j. 0 ď j ă l2 ´1 ñ α!j ă eq ^ α!pl2 ´1q ă e
(
rs | OBApx, n, αq ^ l0 “ x ^ l1 “ e ^ p@j. 0 ď j ă l2 ñ α!j ă eq ^ l2 ď llenpαq
(
rs | Pinv
pbr 2q
(
rs | Pinv ^ C2
end)
(
rs | Pinv ^ C2
end)
(
rs | Pinv ^ C2
(
pDv. rs | Pinv q $ Dv. rs | Pinv( ^ C2
prs | Pinv q $ rs | Pinv ^ C2 (by consequence)
end)
(
rs | Pinv ^ C2
pget_local 2q
(
rl s | OBApx, n, αq ^ l0 “ x ^ l1 “ e ^ 0 ď l2 ď llenpαq ^ p@j. 0 ď j ă l2 ñ α!j ă eq ^ C2
" 2
*
Di. ris | OBApx, n, αq ^ l0 “ x ^ l1 “ e ^ l2 “ i ^ 0 ď i ď llenpαq ^
p@j. 0 ď j ă i ñ α!j ă eq ^ p@j. i ď j ă llenpαq ñ e ď α!j q
exists
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end)
(
Di. ris | OBApx, n, αq ^ 0 ď i ď llenpαq ^ p@j. 0 ď j ă i ñ α!j ă eq ^ p@j. i ď j ă llenpαq ñ e ď α!j q

Figure 13 OBAFind: Specification and Verification
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the first element of the OBA that is not smaller than e, or llenpαq if such an element does
not exist. The index i effectively tells us the position in the OBA at which either e appears
for the first time or would be inserted.
This example addresses, among other things, the following features of Wasm Logic:
interaction between conditionals, loops, and the break statement; advanced use of the frame,
existential elimination, and consequence rules; and function calls. To focus on these features,
we elide previously discussed details, such as predicate management, from the proof sketch.
First, observe how local variables are initialised. The function itself expects two parameters, as given by the type of the function (cf. the [function] rule). These form the first two
local variables. The explicitly declared local variables, starting from index 2, are initialised
to zero.
The body of the function is a loop that uses the local variable l2 to iterate over the OBA
and find its first element that is not smaller than e. First, the loop checks if l2 is smaller
than the length of the OBA. If it is, the loop terminates (by reaching the loop end), and
we know that all of the elements of the OBA are smaller than e. Otherwise, it checks if the
l2 -nd element of the OBA is smaller than e. If it is, the loop terminates, and we know that
we have found an element not smaller than e in the OBA. Otherwise, l2 is incremented and
the loop restarts (by executing the break instruction).
For the loop construct, we establish the appropriate invariant, prs | Pinv q, using the
[consequence] rule in the standard way. This invariant essentially states that all of the
previously examined elements are smaller than e. Then, following the [loop] rule, we verify
the body of the loop while extending the labels field of the context with the invariant. We
explicitly state modifications to the context at the point at which they first occur.
As soon as the labels or the return field of the context is not empty, the use of the frame
and existential elimination becomes more involved. For example, when framing off, we have
to frame off not only from the current state, but also from all of the labels, as well as from
the return assertion. We illustrate this in Figure 13, using the first instruction of the loop
body, pget_local 2q, where we have to frame off Pinv both from the state and the labels of
the context in order to apply the [get_local] rule.
In the general case, however, the label assertions, the return assertion, and the state
need not match in resource, meaning that the [frame] rule may be unable to manipulate
the label/return context. In practice, we have identified two strategies for handling this
issue: (S1) specialising “falsey” labels/return via the [consequence] rule; or (S2) adjusting
the context via the [context] rule.
We illustrate the first strategy using the following derivation tree:
´, ´, rpS1 | Kq, pS2 , Kqs, pSR , Kq $

SP | P

(

e˚

SQ | Q

(
pS1 | K ˚ F q ñ pS1 | H1 q
pS2 | K ˚ F q ñ pS2 | H2 q
pSR | K ˚ F q ñ pSR | HR q
( ˚
(
|P ˚F e
SQ | Q ˚ F

´, ´, rpS1 | K ˚ F q, pS2 | K ˚ F qs, pSR(| K ˚ F q $
(
SP | P ˚ F e˚ SQ | Q ˚ F

SP

´, ´, rpS1 | H1 q, pS2 | H2 qs, pSR | HR q $

[frame]

[cons]

This strategy takes advantage of the fact that if e˚ never actually executes (for example)
pbr nq, then L!n can have a K component, allowing the manufacturing of any frame through
application of the [consequence] rule.
An example of the second strategy works as follows:
SP | P

(

e˚

SQ | Q

SP | P ˚ F

(

e˚

SQ | Q ˚ F

´, ´, rs, None $
´, ´, rs, None $
´, ´, rL1 , L2 s, R $

SP | P ˚ F

(

e˚

(
( [frame]

SQ | Q ˚ F

( [context]

Here, we use the [context] rule to temporarily remove all of the labels and the return, allowing
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us to frame off only from the state. This strategy be seen in action immediately before the
function call to OBAGet in Figure 13.
Both strategies can normally be applied before any non-break, non-return instruction,
although the second strategy is preferred. However, there are occasions where the first
strategy must be used. For example, if e˚ executes pbr 1q, then L!0 can no longer be removed
by [context]. However, it can still be falsified, allowing the first approach.
Existential elimination is another fundamental separation logic rule that needs to consider
the context in Wasm Logic and can only be applied if all of the labels, the return, and
the state have the same leading existential variable(s). This requirement can normally be
established via the [consequence] rule and can be used regardless of the context and the
position in the code. For example, consider the following part of the proof derivation for the
first if statement of OBAFind (cf. Figure 13 for more details):
´, ´, rprs | Pinv qs, None $

(
pif . . . endq rs | Pinv ^ C2
(
( [exists]
^ C1 pif . . . endq Dv. rs | Pinv ^ C2
[cons]
(
(
^ C1 pif . . . endq rs | Pinv ^ C2

rv s | Pinv ^ C1

´, ´, rpDv. rs | Pinv qs, None $

Dv. rv s | Pinv

´, ´, rprs | Pinv qs, None $

Dv. rv s | Pinv

(

Here, we use [consequence] to add the existential v directly to the label (possible because
v is not featured in Pinv ) and remove it from the obtained post-condition (possible because
v is not featured in R2 ). In cases where this direct approach would lead to variable capture,
we would have an additional first step of renaming the existentials appropriately.
In the first if statement of OBAFind, we also encounter a call to the OBAGet function.
In Wasm Logic, function calls are handled in the standard way, meaning that frame and
consequence are used first to isolate the appropriate pre-condition from the current state
and then to massage the obtained post-condition into a desired form. For simplicity, in the
code we call the functions by name, rather than by index.
Finally, we comment on the treatment of break statements, using the example of the
pbr 2q statement seen in OBAFind. Given the [br] rule, the pre-condition of that break
statement must match the loop invariant prs | Pinv q, which we establish. The post-condition,
however, is left free in the [br] rule, and has to be chosen correctly so that the subsequent
derivation makes sense. Observe that, due to the design of WebAssembly, any code found
between a break statement and the end of the block of code in which it is found is dead
code. In our case, this means that we never reach the exit of that if branch—instead, we
unconditionally jump to the head of the main loop. The only way to reach the end of that if
statement is if the test of that if yields zero, in which case our state would be prs | Pinv ^ C2 q.
Now, since the [if] rule requires the final states from both branches to be the same, we can
choose precisely prs | Pinv ^ C2 q to be the post-condition of the break statement. More
generally, a safe option is to always choose the post-condition of a break statement to be
prs | Kq, and from there derive any required assertion using the [consequence] rule.
Additional OBA Functions In order to support basic B-tree operations, we also need to
be able to insert/delete elements into/from an OBA. Moreover, as B-tree keys are unique
(cf. §4.2), we strengthen the OBA predicate to enforce non-duplication of elements:
OBAnd px, n, αq :“ OBApx, n, αq ^ llenpαq “ cardpToSetpαqq.
Note that the previously presented OBA functions, OBAGet and OBAFind, can also be used
with an OBAnd . We give the specifications of OBAInsert and OBADelete in Figure 14 (left).
Their corresponding proof sketches are available in [47].
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(
rts | sizep0q ^ 2 ď t ď 4095
(func BTreeCreate ri32s Ñ rs . . . end)
(
rs | BTreept, Hq ^ 2 ď t ď 4095
(
rks | BTreept, κq
(func
BTreeSearch ri32s Ñ ri32s . . . end)
"
*
Db. rbs | BTreept, κq ^
pk P κ ñ b “ 1q ^ pk R κ ñ b “ 0q

(
rx, es | OBAnd px, n, αq ^ llenpαq ă n
(func
Ñ rs . . . end)
" 1 OBAInsert ri32, i32s
*
Dα . rs | OBAnd px, n, α1 q ^
ToSetpα1 q “ ToSetpαq Y teu
(
rx, es | OBAnd px, n, αq
(func
Ñ rs . . .*end)
" 1 OBADelete ri32, i32s
Dα . rs | OBAnd px, n, α1 q ^
ToSetpα1 q “ ToSetpαqzteu

(
rks | BTreept, κq
(func BTreeInsert ri32s(Ñ ri32s . . . end)
rs | BTreept, κ Y tkuq

Figure 14 Specifications of: OBAInsert/OBADelete (left); B-Tree operations (right)

4.2

B-Trees in WebAssembly

B-trees are self-balancing tree data structures that allow search, sequential access, insertion,
and deletion in logarithmic time. They generalise binary search trees in that a node of a
B-tree can have more than two children. B-trees are particularly well-suited for storage
systems that manipulate large blocks of data, such as hard drives, and are commonly used in
databases and file systems [8].
Every node x of a B-tree contains: an indicator denoting whether or not it is a leaf, λ;
the number of keys that it holds, n; and the n keys themselves, κ1 , . . . κn . Additionally, each
non-leaf node contains n ` 1 pointers to its children, π1 , . . . , πn`1 .
The number of keys that a B-tree node may have is bounded. These bounds are expressed
in terms of a fixed integer t ě 2, called the branching factor of the B-tree. In particular,
every node except the root must have at least t ´ 1 keys, and every node must have at most
2t ´ 1 keys. Moreover, if a B-tree is non-empty, the root must have at least one key. Finally,
all of the leaves of the B-tree have the same depth.
The keys of a B-tree are ordered, in the sense that the keys of every node are ordered
(for us, in ascending order), and that every key of a non-leaf node is greater than all of the
keys of its left child and smaller than all of the keys of its right child.
As an illustrative example, in Figure 15 we show a B-tree with branching factor t “ 2
that contains all prime numbers between 1 and 100. It has 25 keys distributed over 12 nodes,
with every node having at least t ´ 1 “ 1 and at most 2t ´ 1 “ 3 keys.
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Figure 15 Prime numbers from 1 to 100 in a B-tree of branching factor two, with the λ and n
parameters of the nodes elided.

Onward, we describe the layout of a B-tree in WebAssembly memory, define the associated
predicates, and show the specifications for B-tree creation, search, and insertion, implemented
based on the algorithms and auxiliary functions in [8]. The implementations are available,
together with their accompanying proof sketches, in full in [47].
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B-Tree Metadata Page The first page of memory is reserved for keeping track of information about the state of the module. For example, one aspect of module state are the addresses
of “free” pages where nodes can be allocated, and another is the root node address.
We first define what it means to be a page in memory with (non-negative integer) index n:
æ
Pagepnq :“
pi ÞÑi32 ´q ^ 0 ď n ^ ppn ` 1q ¨ 64k ď INT32_MAXqN
n¨64kďiăpn`1q¨64k

Next, we define the predicate capturing the free pages, Freepϕq, which stores the list of free
pages, ϕ, in an OBAnd , and confers ownership of all of the pages in ϕ. The OBAnd length
p64k{4 ´ 3 “ 16381q is chosen to ensure that it can never overflow over the bounds of the
metadata page, taking into account the two first elements of the page as well as the length
of the array itself that is stored in the OBAnd .
æ
Freepϕq :“ OBAnd p8, 16381, ϕq
pPagepϕ!iqq;
0ďiăllenpϕq

The full metadata predicate, Metapt, r, l, ϕq, describes the metadata page layout: t denotes
the branching factor of the B-tree; r denotes the address of its root; µ denotes the current
memory size in pages; and ϕ denotes the list of free pages.
Metapt, r, µ, ϕq :“ 0 ÞÑi32 t ˚ 4 ÞÑi32 r ˚ sizepµq ˚ Freepϕq.
B-Tree Nodes We next show the definition of the abstract predicate Nodepx, λ, κ, πq, which
captures a B-tree node at page x, with leaf indicator λ, keys κ, and pointers π. A B-tree
node takes up an entire WebAssembly page in memory, which can hold 16384 32-bit integers.
The first 32-bit integer of the page is the leaf indicator (non-zero means non-leaf); the next
8191 32-bit integers hold information about the node keys; and the last 8192 32-bit integers
hold information about the node pointers. The associated predicates are defined as follows:
Keyspx, κq :“ OBAnd px ¨ 64k ` 4, 8090, κq;
Ptrspx, πq :“ BApx ¨ 64k ` 32k, 8091, πq;
Nodepx, λ, κ, πq :“ x ¨ 64k ÞÑi32 λ ˚ Keyspx, κq ˚ Ptrspx, πq.
Note that, since the pointers need not be ordered, we describe them using use a simpler
bounded array predicate, BApx, n, αq, whose definition is the same as that of the OBA
predicate given in §4.1, but without the ordering requirement. Recall also that the OBAs and
BAs come with a leading 32-bit integer capturing their length, meaning that the maximum
number of keys/pointers our B-tree node can hold is 8090/8091 and that the maximal
branching factor of our B-trees is 4095.
B-Tree Definition and Operations Finally, we define an abstract predicate, BTreept, κq,
capturing a WebAssembly B-Tree with branching factor t and set of keys κ:
BTreept, κq fi Dr, µ, ϕ, λ, φ. Metapt, r, µ, ϕq ˚ BTreeRect,r,µ pr, κ, λ, φq.
Due to lack of space, the full definition of the BTreeRec predicate is shown and explained
in detail in [47]. Informally, BTreeRect,r,µ pr1 , κ, λ, φq captures a subtree of a B-tree with
branching factor t, root r, in a memory of size µ. This subtree has root r1 and set of keys κ.
Additionally, the B-tree node at r1 is a leaf iff λ ‰ 0 and is full iff φ ‰ 0.
In Figure 14 (right), we give the specifications of WebAssembly functions for basic B-tree
operations: creation; search; and insertion. The specifications are abstract, in that they do
not reveal any detail of the underlying implementations.
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Interpretation of stack assertions

J¨K :: Term ñ Sto ñ Const

J¨K :: Term list ñ Sto ñ Const list

JcKpρq fi c
JνKpρq fi ρpνq
Jf pτ1 , . . . , τn qKpρq fi f pJτ1 Kpρq, . . . , Jτn Kpρqq

J rs Kpρq fi rs
J S :: τ Kpρq fi J S Kpρq :: Jτ Kpρq
Interpretation of pure/heap assertions

Abstract heaps
size ::“ ‚ | i32

J¨K :: Aph ñ Sto ñ AHeap set

JKKpρq
Jτ1 “ τ2 Kpρq
Jτ1 ÞÑ τ2 Kpρq
Jτ1 ^ τ2 Kpρq
J HKpρq
JDx. HKpρq
Note: the two last cases require that Jppτ1 , . . . , τn qKpρq
1
JH ˚ H 1 Kpρq
@i P domphm q Z domphm
q. i ă n ˚ 64k
Jsizepτ qKpρq
AHeap ::“ pi32 á byteq ˆ size
1
1
‚
phm , ‚q Z
phm
, ‚q fi phm Z hm
, ‚q
1
1
‚
phm , ‚q Z phm , nq fi phm Z hm , nq
1
1
‚
phm , nq Z
phm
, ‚q fi phm Z hm
, nq

fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi
fi

H
t h | Jτ1 Kpρq “ Jτ2 Kpρq u
t pJτ1 Kpρq ÞÑ Jτ2 Kpρq, ‚q u
Jτ1 Kpρq X Jτ2 Kpρq
pJHKpρqqc
t h | Dc. h P JHKpρrx ÞÑ csq u
t h | pp Jτ1 Kpρq, . . . , Jτn Kpρq q u
‚
t h1 Z
h2 | h1 P JHKpρq, h2 P JH 1 Kpρq u
t pH, Jτ Kpρqq u

Interpretation of assertions
Entailment
J¨K :: A ñ Sto ñ pConst list ˆ AHeapq set
J S | H Kpρq fi tpv ˚ , hq | v ˚ “ JSKpρq, h P JHKpρqu
J Dx. P Kpρq fi tpv ˚ , hq | Dx. pv ˚ , hq P JP Kpρrx ÞÑ csqu

P ñ Q fi @ρ. JP Kpρq Ď JQKpρq

Figure 16 Interpretations of Terms and Assertions

5

Soundness

The semantic interpretation of our triple and the accompanying soundness proof are informed
by the approaches of de Bruin [9] and Oheimb [33]. The former gives us a semantics for goto
which we use as the foundation for WebAssembly’s br and return instructions. The latter
gives us a strategy for handling mutual recursion.
Interpretation is defined against an abstract variable store, ρ P Sto. Abstract variable
stores are finite partial mappings from variables to constants: Sto ” Var á Const.
Defining interpretation for terms and stack assertions is straightforward. On the other
hand, interpretation of heap assertions is more involved. In traditional separation logic [35],
ownership and existence of memory locations are conflated to simplify the soundness proof.
This, however, cannot be done for WebAssembly: in the concrete WebAssembly linear memory,
the existence of the addressable location x ` 1 implies that the addressable location x also
exists. However, asserting ownership of location x ` 1 should not imply ownership of x.
To address this, we define a two-stage interpretation of heap assertions. We first define
their interpretation into a set of abstract heaps, AHeap. An abstract heap, h P AHeap, is a
map from locations to bytes that additionally keeps track of the memory size, which may be
fixed by ownership of the size resource. The size resource can be thought of as tracking
the state of memory allocation, with ownership of size implying permission to perform
allocations through mem.grow, similarly to the “free set” resource of [34]. Each abstract
heap that is a member of the assertion interpretation represents a possible set of owned
locations. Our separation algebra is defined over abstract heaps, as shown in Figure 16.
Before describing the second, reification stage, we recall the definition of instances and
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F, L, R ( tP u e˚ tQu fi @s, locs, v ˚ , labs, labsf , v f ˚ , h, hf , ρ, ret, s1 , locs1 , res. pv ˚ , hq P JP Kpρq ^
‚
reifiess ps, inst, h Z
hf , ρ, F q ^ reifiesloc plocs, ρq ^ reifieslab plabs, Lq ^ reifiesret pret, Rq ^
plabs;labsf q,ret

ps, locs, vef ˚ ve˚ e˚ q óinst
ps1 , locs1 , resq ùñ
res ‰ Trap ^
‚
Dh1 , ρ1 . reifiess ps1 , inst, h1 Z
hf , ρ1 , Fq ^ reifiesloc plocs1 , ρ1 q ^
˚
˚
˚
pres “ Normal v ˚ ñ Dv 1 . v ˚ “ v f ˚ v 1 ^ pv 1 , h1 q P JQKpρ1 qq ^
˚
˚
1
1
pres “ Break i v ñ pv , h q P JL!iKpρ qq ^
pres “ Return v ˚ ñ pv ˚ , h1 q P JRKpρ1 qq
F, L, R
F, A, L, R

specs fi p@ptP u e˚ tQuq P specs. F, L, R ( tP u e˚ tQuq
specs fi pF, rs, 

A ñ F, L, R

specsq

Figure 17 Semantic interpretation of the specification triple.

WebAssembly stores as defined in the official WebAssembly specification [16] (the table fields
are elided as they are only used by call_indirect):
s ::“ t funcs:
mems:
globs:

func list
mem list
glob list u

inst ::“ t faddrs:
maddr:
gaddrs:

nat list
nat option
nat list u

locs
labs
ret

::“
::“
::“

Const list
nat list
nat option

The reification stage further relates abstract heaps to WebAssembly stores, giving the
concrete WebAssembly memories that are consistent with the size resource, such that all
owned locations exist. Store reification is defined between a WebAssembly store, instance,
abstract heap, abstract variable store, and function list, as follows:
@i. F !i “ funcspsq!ppfaddrspinstqq!iq
@pi, cq P fstphq. c “ pmemspsq!pmaddr instqq!i
sndphq ‰ ‚ ùñ pagesppmemspsq!pmaddr instqqq “ sndphq
@pgi , cq P ρ. c “ globspsq!ppgaddrspinstqq!iq
reisto
reifiessto ps, inst, h, ρ, Fq

We also define reification for local variables, labels, and returns:
@pli , vq P ρ. v “ locs!i
reifiesloc plocs, ρq

reiloc

@i. pL!i “ Pn q ðñ plabs!i “ nq
reifieslab plabs, Lq

reilab

pR “ Rn q ðñ pret “ nq
reifiesret pret, Rq

reiret

Semantic Interpretation We define the semantic interpretation of Wasm Logic triples in
Figure 17. We say that a triple ps, locs, v ˚ q satisfies an assertion P if its members can be
reified from a member of the interpretation of P . The judgement F, L, R ( tP u e˚ tQu means,
intuitively, that for all triples ps, locs, ve˚ q that satisfy P , executing ps, locs, pvfe ˚ qpve˚ qe˚ q to
completion will result in a triple ps1 , locs 1 , resq with the following properties: if res is of
the form Normal v ˚ , then ps1 , locs 1 , v ˚ q satisfies Q; if res is of the form Break i v ˚ , then
ps1 , locs 1 , v ˚ q satisfies L!i; if res is of the form Return v ˚ , then ps1 , locs 1 , v ˚ q satisfies R.
Note that framing is featured in three places in the definition: in the heap phf q; in the
stack pv f ˚ q; and in the labels plabs f q. The heap frame is treated in the standard way. The
stack frame remains in the case of a Normal result, but is discarded in case of the Break
and Return results automatically, by WebAssembly’s semantics. Finally, the labels frame
encodes that the full label context during reduction may be arbitrarily large, but that only
the initial labels labs will be targeted by the br instructions present in e˚ .
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Soundness We now state our soundness result, fully mechanised in Isabelle/HOL.
Theorem 2 (inference_rules_sound)
Γ , specs ùñ Γ
specs

6

Related Work

WebAssembly’s official specification is given as a pen-and-paper formal semantics [16, 36], a
large core of which has been mechanised in Isabelle [46]. Our mechanised soundness results
build on this existing mechanisation. CT-Wasm [48] is a proposed cryptographic extension
to WebAssembly’s type system that protects against side-channel and information flow
leaks. Aside from this, research on WebAssembly has focussed mainly on dynamic analysis.
Wasabi [23] is a general purpose framework for dynamic analysis. Other work has focussed
on taint tracking and binary instrumentation [14, 41]; and the detection of unauthorised
WebAssembly-based cryptocurrency miners [45, 27].
Control Flow Our proof rules for Wasm Logic’s break/continue-to-block-style semi-structured
control flow take inspiration from the program logic for “structured goto” proposed by Clint
and Hoare [7] and first proven sound by de Bruin [9]. These works use a traditional Hoare
Logic based on first-order logic; we have adapted their approach to our Wasm Logic. In
doing so, we have observed that the existential elimination and consequence rules of Hoare
logic, and the frame rule of separation logic, require modification, as detailed in §3.2.
Huisman and Jacobs [19] describe an early Hoare logic for Java, and their treatment of
Java’s break and continue statements in their operational semantics is similar to our use of
the Break and Return execution results. However, their specifications must explicitly track
in the post-condition that a statement terminates via break or continue, leading to unwieldy
proof rules for loops, since separate specifications must be proven for each possible kind of
termination of the loop body.
It is common for program logics which handle unstructured control flow, such as goto or
continuations, to include a context of target assumptions in the semantics of the triple [3,
9, 42, 38]. Separation logics for such languages require a “higher-order frame rule”, which
distributes the frame across all such assumptions [20, 5, 51, 32, 22]. Similarly, our adaptions
to the “structured goto” approach result in rules akin to a higher-order frame rule, despite
the first-order nature of our logic.
Stack-Based Logics Two existing program logics are defined over languages which are
close to WebAssembly in their typed treatments of the stack: Benton [3], and Bannwart and
Müller [1]. However, unlike Wasm Logic, these works does not propose a structured assertion
syntax for the stack, instead using unstructured assertions about the values of individual stack
positions. This means that assertions must be re-written with a shift operation whenever the
shape of the stack changes due to the execution of an instruction, and irrelevant portions of
the assertions cannot be framed off during local proofs without keeping track of the necessary
resulting shift. Saabas and Uustalu [38] give a program logic for a low-level stack-based
language with no heap. Their stack assertion is related to ours in that it has a list structure,
but their proof rules rely on a global style of term substitution, and their discussion of
compositionality does not appear to extend to generalising existing specifications to larger
stacks. This means that one cannot conduct local proofs over just the portion of the stack
that is changing in the program fragment, which we permit thanks to our [extension] rule.
There has been other previous work on program logics for low-level, assembly-like languages,
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often incorporating a stack [29, 4, 10, 28, 2, 20]. These languages do not have type system
restrictions on the stack that are as strong as WebAssembly’s, and must therefore find other,
less structured ways to represent the stack formally.

7

Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented Wasm Logic, a sound program logic for first-order, encapsulated WebAssembly, and proven the soundness result in Isabelle/HOL. Using Wasm Logic, we have
specified and verified a simple WebAssembly B-tree library, giving abstract specifications
independent of the underlying implementation.
In designing Wasm Logic, we have found the properties of WebAssembly’s type system
helpful for streamlining the assertions of Wasm Logic. The restrictions placed on the runtime
behaviour of the WebAssembly stack by the type system are mirrored in the structured
nature of our logic’s stack assertions. To account for WebAssembly’s uncommon control flow,
we have adapted the standard separation logic triple and proof rules, inspired by the early
approach of Clint and Hoare [7] for “structured goto”.
We plan to extend Wasm Logic to handle programs made up of multiple WebAssembly
modules composed together. To do this, we must extend Wasm Logic with the ability to
reason about multiple, disjoint memories. Moreover, we would need to account for the
JavaScript “glue code”, mandatory for module interoperability. This is part of our broader
goal of integrating JavaScript and WebAssembly reasoning. To achieve this, however, we
will need to support some higher-order reasoning, as WebAssembly modules and functions
are first-class entities in JavaScript. We also plan to extend Wasm Logic to be able to
reason about higher-order pure WebAssembly code and the call_indirect instruction. For
both of these goals, we will refer to existing work on higher-order separation logics [44, 21].
Although WebAssembly’s higher-order constructs are not entirely standard, we believe that
it is possible to map WebAssembly’s use of the table as a higher-order store to the more
traditional program states of other higher-order logics, and hence take direct inspiration
from their proof rules and soundness approaches. Again, we would also need to account for
the JavaScript component required to mutate the table.
Our long-term goal is to be able to reason, in a single formalism, about integrated
JavaScript/WebAssembly programs as they will appear on the Web. We ultimately hope to
integrate our work on Wasm Logic with existing work on program analysis for JavaScript [15,
12, 13] to provide a combined proof system, as well as a verification tool.
We expect WebAssembly to be extended with threads and concurrency primitives in
the near future [40]. Because there is no sharing of stacks in the WebAssembly threads
proposal, we believe that many of our proof rules will be fully transferrable to a hypothetical
concurrent separation logic for WebAssembly with threads, although proof rules for the (now
shared) heap will need revising, as will the semantic interpretation. For this, we will take
inspiration from various modern concurrent separation logics [6, 43, 39].
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